Test and Measurement
Hamer offers a comprehensive range of test and measurement equipment to suit all needs.
As health and safety compliance continues to increase in importance and enforcement, it’s imperative that your team has the right gear for
their testing and measurement requirements. The new range of Klein meters is extensive and ensures there is a meter with the required
features for every job. Wavecom is New Zealand’s leading range of PAT testers, built in Australia and offering models from basic to comprehensively integrated systems.
While performance is critical, so is the ability of the equipment to handle the environment. The new Klein range of meters includes several
rugged models which are built tough and can take the hard knocks, while the Wavecom units come with a protective zipped carry case to
keep them safe.
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Klein’s new test and measurement products will stand up to the demands of the professionals who use them every day, delivering all the measurement
performance and durability needed to get the job done right. These new digital clamp meters, multi-meters and electrical testers are packed with capabilities
and functionality to exceed expectations, even on the most demanding job sites.
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Designed and manufactured in Australia to meet stringent testing the TnT Gen4 series now sets its own new standard of reliability and ruggedness. Physical
characteristics of the Gen4 also have major design enhancements. From simple features such as an integrated carry handle, through to special removable
inter-locking power cords, sloping top panel and front loaded test sockets.
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